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Co-expression network analysis of human
tau-transgenic mice reveals protein modules
associated with tau-induced pathologies

Kazuya Tsumagari,1,2,5,* Yoshiaki Sato,3 Aki Shimozawa,1 Hirofumi Aoyagi,3 Hideyuki Okano,4

and Junro Kuromitsu3,*

SUMMARY

Abnormally accumulated tau protein aggregates are one of the hallmarks of
neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In order to
investigate proteomic alteration driven by tau aggregates, we implemented
quantitative proteomics to analyze disease model mice expressing human
MAPTP301S transgene (hTau-Tg) and quantified more than 9,000 proteins in total.
We applied the weighted gene co-expression analysis (WGCNA) algorithm to the
datasets and explored protein co-expression modules that were associated with
the accumulation of tau aggregates and were preserved in proteomes of AD
brains. This led us to identify four modules with functions related to neuroinflam-
matory responses, mitochondrial energy production processes (including the
tricarboxylic acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation), cholesterol biosynthesis,
and postsynaptic density. Furthermore, a phosphoproteomics study uncovered
phosphorylation sites that were highly correlated with these modules. Our data-
sets represent resources for understanding the molecular basis of tau-induced
neurodegeneration, including AD.

INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive brain disorder and is the leading cause of dementia with memory

and cognitive decline. The presence of extracellular b-amyloid (Ab) deposition and intracellular accumula-

tion of hyperphosphorylated and aggregated tau proteins remain the primary hallmarks of AD (Long and

Holtzman, 2019). For decades, amyloid plaques or their major constituents, Ab peptides, have been consid-

ered the direct cause of progressive neurodegeneration. However, more recently, aggregated tau proteins

have been identified as a major cause of neurodegeneration in AD; in contrast to Ab, the stage of tau pa-

thology correlates well with the progression of cognitive impairment (Giannakopoulos et al., 2003; Long

and Holtzman, 2019; Nelson et al., 2012). The involvement of tau protein in neurodegeneration is also sup-

ported by the fact that abnormally aggregated tau proteins are observed in other neurodegenerative dis-

eases, which are collectively referred to as tauopathies; these include progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP),

corticobasal degeneration, Pick’s disease, frontotemporal dementia and parkinsonism linked to chromo-

some 17 (FTDP-17) (Didonna, 2020). Although various studies have indicated that progressive synaptic

dysfunction and neuronal loss arise from a cascade of cellular derangements, including oxidative and

immune-mediated injury and altered proteostasis related to aberrant transcription and translation, the pre-

cise mechanism of tau-induced neuronal injury remains to be elucidated (Didonna, 2020; Koren et al., 2019;

Mangleburg et al., 2020; Wang and Mandelkow, 2016).

The enormous complexity of the central nervous system has impeded systemic exploration for decades,

but recent advances in proteomics technologies using nano-scale liquid chromatography-tandem mass

spectrometry (nanoLC/MS/MS) are pushing forward the frontiers of neuroscience research (Hosp and

Mann, 2017). Large-scale proteomic data provide a basis for a systematic understanding of protein net-

works, offering unprecedented insight into complex biological processes. In particular, weighted gene

co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) has often been employed in proteomic studies of AD (Johnson

et al., 2020; Rayaprolu et al., 2021; Savas et al., 2017; Seyfried et al., 2017). In WGCNA, highly co-expressed

proteins are organized into a module that reflects various molecular, cellular, and circuit-level phenotypes,

and such modules can be correlated with biological or pathological traits, such as age, cognitive decline,
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and tangle deposition (Rayaprolu et al., 2021). In the largest AD proteomic study so far reported, more than

2,000 human brain tissues were profiled, and a module linked to sugar metabolism was identified as being

significantly associated with AD pathology and cognitive impairment (Johnson et al., 2020). A similar

approach can also be applied to the analysis of disease models. To understand the effects of Ab peptides

on the brain proteome, brain tissues dissected from a disease model with the deposition of Ab plaques

were analyzed, and this revealed a specific loss of TARPg-2, a key a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazo-

lepropionic acid receptor (AMPAR)-trafficking protein (Savas et al., 2017). However, fewer proteomics

studies on tau pathology have been reported, and we do not yet have a proteomic dataset that is suffi-

ciently deep for systematic analysis.

In this study, we conducted a proteomic analysis of transgenic mice expressing human tau protein with the

P301S mutation under the control of the murine Thy1 promoter (line2541; hTau-Tg) in order to examine the

contribution of aberrantly accumulated tau protein to the neurodegenerative processes (Allen et al., 2002).

We employed a workflow consisting of sample multiplexing by tandem mass tag (TMT), peptide fraction-

ation by high pH reversed-phase chromatography, and nanoLC/MS/MS. We applied WGCNA to our

dataset and found co-expressed protein modules that were significantly correlated with tau accumulation.

Importantly, some of these modules were found to be significantly preserved in the postmortem brain pro-

teomes of patients with AD. Moreover, a phosphoproteomics study uncovered phosphorylation events

related to these modules, further supporting the results of our proteomic analysis.

RESULTS

Deep and precise proteome profiling of hTau-Tg

We investigated proteome alterations of the spinal cord and cortex dissected from wild-type (WT) and

hTau-Tg mice (Allen et al., 2002) at 3 months old (12 weeks old; 3M), 5 months old (20 weeks old; 5M),

7 months old (28 weeks old; 7M), and 9 months old (36 weeks old; 9M) (Figures 1A and 1B). Six biological

replicates were prepared for each condition: thus, 96 tissues were analyzed in total. For large-scale protein

quantification, we employed a shotgun proteomics workflow consisting of sample multiplexing by TMT,

pre-fractionation by high pH reversed-phase chromatography, and nanoLC/MS/MS (Figure 1C). For

each tissue, portions of each digest were pooled, labeled with TMT-126 or TMT-131N, and spiked as inter-

nal references for bridging six TMT-10-plexes and accounting for technical variation, respectively. Our

strategy resulted in the quantification of 9,039 proteins in total (Figure 1D and Table S1). There was excel-

lent reproducibility in protein quantification, with Pearson correlation coefficients >0.997 (Figures S1A and

Figure 1. Deep and precise proteome profiling of hTau-Tg

(A–C) Graphical illustration of the samples and workflow employed for the quantitative proteomic analysis. Spinal cord (SC) and cortex (Cx) dissected from

wild-type (WT) and hTau-Tg mice were analyzed at four age points. Six biological replicates were analyzed by six TMT-10-plexes for each spinal cord and

cortex. Proteins were extracted using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), purified by acetone precipitation, and digested with LysC and trypsin. The digests were

multiplexed by TMT, fractionated by high pH reversed-phased chromatography (high pH RP), and analyzed by nanoLC/MS/MS.

(D) Numbers of quantified proteins. The numbers of proteins that were quantified in at least three samples (NS3) and in all samples (N = 6) are shown.
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Figure 2. Characterization of significantly changed proteins in hTau-Tg

(A–H) Volcano plots comparing protein expression in the spinal cord (SC; A–D) and cortex (Cx; E–H) betweenWT and hTau-Tg at various ages.Welch’s t-tests

were performed to identify significantly changed proteins (N = 6). The dashed yellow, blue, and magenta lines indicate q-value = 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001,
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S1B). The medians of relative standard deviation (RSD) in protein quantification were less than 1% under

these conditions (Figures S1D and S1E). Thus, our strategy enabled deep and precise proteomic profiling

of hTau-Tg mice.

Comparative analysis of tissues reveals different responses to tau mutant overexpression

Proteomic changes in hTau-Tg mice compared to WT in the spinal cord and cortex at various ages are

shown as volcano plots (Figures 2A–2H). In the spinal cord, 13, 50, 462, and 989 proteins were significantly

upregulated, and 4, 17, 365, and 1,114 proteins were significantly downregulated at 3M, 5M, 7M, and 9M,

respectively (Figures 2A–2D). On the other hand, in the cortex, 203, 488, 353, and 103 proteins were signif-

icantly upregulated, and 157, 536, 402, and 101 proteins were significantly downregulated at the respective

ages, although interestingly, the age at which the largest number of proteins was significantly regulated

was 5M, not 9M, in the cortex (Figures 2E–2H). In other words, at the earlier stages, more proteins were

significantly regulated in the cortex than in the spinal cord, while at the later stages, more drastic changes

were observed in the spinal cord than in the cortex. Among the proteins significantly regulated at least at

one point, 370 and 380 proteins, and 36 and 90 proteins showed progressive up- and downregulation in

the spinal cord and cortex, respectively. Note that many of these proteins are included in the Blue module

(progressively upregulated proteins) and Turquoise and Brown modules (progressively downregulated

proteins) in the following co-expression network analysis.

We characterized the significantly regulated proteins by gene ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis

(Table S2). We show the results for 5M and 9M as representatives in Figures 2I–2L. No term was obtained

for the significantly regulated proteins at 3M in the spinal cord. An interesting feature was that many terms

related tomitochondrion were observed in the downregulated proteins, regardless of tissue or age. For the

upregulated proteins, different terms were obtained. In the spinal cord, changes in extracellular proteins,

such as exosome proteins and secretory proteins, were seen. For instance, complement proteins were

upregulated only in the spinal cord, but not in the cortex (Figures 2A–2H), indicating that there was a

more severe inflammatory reaction in the spinal cord than in the cortex. This is supported by the fact that

glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) was increased at all ages in the spinal cord, while it was not changed

in the cortex (Middeldorp and Hol, 2011) (Figures 2A–2H). For the cortex, terms related to microtubule

were seen. At 3M, 7M, and 9M, the top 2 significantly changed proteins were a-tubulin (TUBA1A) and b-actin

(ACTB), based on the q-values (Figures 2E–2H and Table S1). Moreover, several subtypes of tubulins were

included in the top 10 significantly upregulated proteins at 3M. These findings suggest changes in microtu-

bule stability. This idea is supported by the observation of significant changes in microtubule-associated

proteins, such as dynactin subunit 2 (DCTN2) (Figures 2E–2H). To explore the common changes between

the tissues, we created Venn diagrams (Figures S2A–S2H). Many mitochondrial proteins, including proteins

involved in the NADH dehydrogenase complex and tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, were commonly down-

regulated, again suggesting that the downregulation of mitochondrial proteins may be themain pathology

commonly observed regardless of tissue. It should be noted that these lists includemouse endogenous tau.

However, we think that its apparent upregulation is an artifact, as will be discussed later.

Protein co-expression network analysis identifies tau-associated protein co-expression

modules

In order to gain system-level insights, we first performed WGCNA (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008) to

generate protein co-expression networks in the spinal cord, in which responses to tau-induced neuronal

damage were expected considering that microglia and astrocytes were activated. The amount of accumu-

lated tau measured by staining with 1-fluoro-2,5-bis(3-carboxy-4-hydroxystyryl)benzene (FSB), a fluores-

cent Congo red derivative that labels filamentous tau inclusions (Velasco et al., 2008), was employed as

a trait (Figure S3). Importantly, the magnitude of the proteomic alteration was consistent with the abun-

dance of tau inclusions (Figures 2A–2D and S3), supporting the idea that the dataset does, indeed, reflect

pathological changes caused by tau. We detected 19 network modules of co-expressed proteins

Figure 2. Continued

respectively. Tau protein is highlighted in red, and proteins mentioned in the main text are highlighted in the module colors (blue, turquoise, brown,

and salmon), respectively.

(I–L) GO term enrichment analysis for significantly regulated proteins in the spinal cord at 5M (I) and 9M (J) and in the cortex at 5M (K) and 9M (L). The top 5

terms are shown for significantly upregulated (blue) and downregulated proteins (orange), respectively. The underlying data and the results for 3M and 7M

are shown in Table S2.
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Figure 3. Overview of the result of weighted protein co-expression analysis of spinal cord

(A–D) Summary of the WGCNA results using the spinal cord proteome dataset. (A) Module clustering dendrogram. Clustering was performed based on the

eigenprotein values. (B) GO term enrichment analysis for the top 50 hub proteins (left, cellular component; right, biological process). The underlying data
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(Figures 3A and S4A and Table S3). In WGCNA, colors were assigned as the names of different modules,

and 430 proteins unassigned to any other module were collected as the Grey module (not subjected to

downstream analyses). GO term enrichment analysis revealed significant enrichment for certain GO terms

for all modules, encompassing diverse biological processes and cellular components (Figure 3B and

Table S4). To assess the cell type dependence of each co-expression module, we performed enrichment

analysis for cell-type-specific marker proteins (Sharma et al., 2015) (Figure 3C). The Turquoise, Brown,

and Salmon modules showed significant enrichment for marker proteins of neurons, while the Magenta

and Blue modules showed enrichment for marker proteins of glial cells. To find modules associated with

the accumulation of tau, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients between the FSB staining inten-

sities (Figure S3) and eachmodule eigenprotein, which is defined as the first principal component of a given

module and serves as a representative (Figures 3D–3H, S4B–S4P, and S5 and Table S3). This yielded ten

significantly correlated modules: five negatively correlated modules (Turquoise, Black, Red, Brown, and

Salmon) and five positively correlated modules (Blue, Yellow, Pink, Green, and Purple).

Modules preserved in human postmortem brains of Alzheimer’s disease cohorts

Alzheimer’s disease has complex pathological features that are often only partially mimicked in disease

models, and therefore it is necessary to examine whether the protein co-expression modules identified

in hTau-Tg are present in the brain tissues of patients with AD as well. To this end, we used module

preservation statistics with a proteome dataset of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) derived from

419 samples, including 91 controls, 98 asymptomatic patients with AD, and 230 patients with AD derived

frommultiple cohorts (3,274 proteins) (Johnson et al., 2020) (Figure S6A). Note that DLPFC is a region that is

uniquely expanded in humans and is related to cognitive abilities and higher brain functions. We found that

eight modules (Magenta, Blue, Brown, Salmon, Turquoise, Lightcyan, Midnightblue, and Cyan) were signif-

icantly preserved in the human AD brains with Zsummary scores >2. Notably, the Magenta and Blue mod-

ules showed Zsummary scores >10. Importantly, these eight modules included four modules (Blue, Brown,

Salmon, and Turquoise) that were significantly correlated with tau accumulation (Figure 3D). Moreover, we

computed synthetic module eigenproteins based on the expression in AD brains and confirmed that the

eigenproteins for modules elevated in the spinal cord of hTau-Tg were elevated in AD as well, and vice

versa for decreased eigenproteins (Figures 3E–3H and S6B–S6I). These results suggest that these four mod-

ules in the spinal cord of hTau-Tg reflect tau-induced pathology in AD. On the other hand, eleven modules

were not significantly preserved in the AD brains. These modules may be involved in disease-model-spe-

cific events.

We also assessed whether the identified modules in the spinal cord of hTau-Tg were preserved in the cor-

tex of hTau-Tg, and found six modules (Blue, Turquoise, Magenta, Lightcyan, Brown, and Tan) that were

significantly preserved, with Zsummary scores >2 (Figures S6J–S6P). These modules included three mod-

ules that were correlated with tau accumulation (Blue, Turquoise, and Brown) (Figure 3D).

Four co-expression modules associated with tau-induced pathologies and preserved in

Alzheimer’s disease brains

Based on the results of the module preservation analysis, we delved into the four modules that were corre-

lated with the amount of tau quantified by FSB staining and that were significantly preserved in the AD

brains: these were the Blue, Turquoise, Brown, and Salmon modules.

The Blue module showed the strongest positive correlation with the abundance of tau (Figure 3D), was

highly preserved in AD brains (Figure S6A), and was enriched particularly for marker proteins of astrocytes

andmicroglia (Figure 3C). Highly connected hub nodes in amodule are expected to play central roles in the

Figure 3. Continued

and the results for all module proteins are shown in Table S4. *, positive regulation of RNA polymerase II transcriptional preinitiation complex assembly.

(C) Cell-type-specific marker protein enrichment analysis by hypergeometric test. Significant enrichment (q-value < 0.01) is highlighted with red boxes.

(D) Module-trait correlations. Pearson correlation coefficients between each module eigenprotein value and the abundance of tau estimated by FSB-

intensities (Figure S3), or age were calculated. The numbers in parentheses show q-values. Significant correlations (q-value < 0.01) are highlighted with

red boxes.

(E–H) Eigenprotein values of Turquoise, Brown, Salmon, and Blue modules, which were the main focus, as tau-associated and AD-preserved modules, in the

following analyses in this study (see Figure S6). Eigenprotein values of the remaining modules are shown in Figure S4. The top and bottom of the whisker

indicate the largest value no further than 1.5 * IQR and the smallest value at most 1.5 * IQR, respectively, where IQR is the inter-quartile range or the distance

between the first and third quartiles. Data beyond the end of the whiskers are plotted individually.
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protein co-expression network. The top hub protein was moesin (MSN), a member of the ERM protein

family consisting of ezrin (EZR), radixin (RDX), and MSN, which links cortical actin filaments to the plasma

membrane to regulate membrane dynamics, cell adhesion, migration, signal transduction, and immune

response (Pore and Gupta, 2015) (Figure 4A). Interestingly, EZR was also included in the hub proteins,

and all of the ERM proteins were included in this module. Protein-protein interaction (PPI) analysis using

STRING (Szklarczyk et al., 2019) revealed that the hub proteins, including MSN, EZR, C1qa, a key compo-

nent of the complement cascade, and GFAP, belong to a PPI network with highly significant interactions (p-

value = 1.0e-16) (Figure 4B). Moreover, other proteins in the classical complement cascade including C3

and C4b were also included in this module, suggesting the association of the ERM proteins with neuroin-

flammatory response. Notably, in the AD brains, MSN and EZR were significantly upregulated as well,

although RDX was not changed (Figures S7A–S7C). Collectively, these results indicate that tau aggregates

cause neuroinflammation and microglial activation involving MSN and the other ERM proteins.

The Turquoise module had a significant negative correlation with tau accumulation and was enriched for

neuronal marker proteins (Figure 4C). The hub proteins of this module included many mitochondrial pro-

teins (18/50, 36%), including the top hub protein LDHB, which mediates the conversion of pyruvate and

lactate. In addition, the hub proteins included proteins that are important in the TCA cycle, such as pyru-

vate dehydrogenase subunit beta (PDHB) and 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase-like protein (OGDHL), which

is an isozyme of 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (OGDH) expressed in the central nervous system (Bunik

et al., 2008). Moreover, many other proteins in the TCA cycle pathway tended to be downregulated (Fig-

ure 4D). These results indicate that the TCA cycle is functionally degraded in hTau-Tg. Furthermore, the

hub proteins of the Turquoise module also included proteins involved in oxidative phosphorylation

(OXPHOS), such as cytochrome c oxidase subunit 6A1 (COX6A1) and NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone]

1 alpha subcomplex subunit 10 (NDUFA10) (Figure 4C). Many other OXPHOS proteins also tended to be

downregulated in hTau-Tg (Figure 4E) as well as TCA cycle proteins. In the AD brains, PDHB, OGDHL,

and NDUFA10 were significantly downregulated, while COX6A1 was not changed, and LDHB was signifi-

cantly upregulated (Figures S7D–S7H), indicating that there are some differences at the individual protein

level between hTau-Tg and AD. Overall, however, our results demonstrate that mitochondrial energy pro-

duction was impaired by accumulated tau.

The Brown module had the highest negative correlation with the amount of tau and was enriched for

neuronal marker proteins (Figures 3C, 3D, and 4F). According to the result of GO term enrichment analysis,

proteins involved in cholesterol metabolism were significantly enriched among the hub proteins

(Figures 3B and 4F). The top hub protein was farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase (FDPS), which is the key

enzyme in isoprenoid biosynthesis, catalyzing the formation of farnesyl diphosphate, a precursor of sterols.

Intriguingly, we found proteins involved in cholesterol biosynthesis were comprehensively downregulated

(Figure 4G). The expression of the enzymes on the cholesterol biosynthesis pathway is tightly regulated by

the master regulator, sterol regulatory element-binding protein (SREBP2) (Karasinska and Hayden, 2011).

Importantly, SREBP2 also belonged to the Brown module and was significantly downregulated at 7M and

9M in hTau-Tg (Figures 2A–2D). Overall, these results indicate that cholesterol biosynthesis is reduced

through the downregulation of SREBP2 in hTau-Tg. To establish whether the proteins involved in choles-

terol homeostasis are also altered in AD, we investigated the AD brain proteome dataset (Figures S7I and

S7J). We found that one of the downstream proteins of SREBP2, isopentenyl-diphosphate delta-isomerase

1 (IDI1), which is included in the hub proteins, was downregulated. On the other hand, some proteins in the

AD brains, such as hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA synthase 1 (HMGCS1), did not show similar changes to

Figure 4. Four modules that were associated with tau and preserved in AD brains

(A) Top 50 hub proteins of the Blue module. The top 10 hub proteins are arranged anticlockwise from the right end in the inner circle, and the remaining hub

proteins are arranged similarly in the outer circle. The size of each circle indicates the relative kWithin. The top hub protein is highlighted in red.

(B) Protein-protein interaction (PPI) analysis of the top 50 hub proteins by STRING. Edge size reflects the combined score.

(C) Top 50 hub proteins of the Turquoise module. The proteins are arranged similarly to A. Proteins with the GO term ‘‘mitochondrion’’ are highlighted in the

shown color.

(D and E) Heatmap showing the expression ratios of the selected proteins involved in the TCA cycle (D) and OXPHOS (E).

(F) Top 50 hub proteins of the Brown module. The proteins are arranged similarly to A. Proteins with the GO term ‘‘cholesterol biosynthetic process’’ are

highlighted in the shown color.

(G) Heatmap showing the expression ratios of the selected proteins involved in cholesterol biosynthesis.

(H) Top 50 hub proteins of the Salmon module. The proteins are arranged similarly to A. Proteins with the GO term ‘‘postsynaptic density’’ are highlighted in

the shown color.
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those in hTau-Tg, again indicating the presence of differences at the individual protein level and the

complexity of AD pathology.

The Salmon module was negatively correlated with tau accumulation and was preserved in AD brains, but

not in the cortex of hTau-Tg (Figures 3C and 3D, and S6A and S6J). The hub proteins were significantly en-

riched for neuronal marker proteins (Figure 3C), with microtubule-associated serine/threonine-protein ki-

nase 1 (MAST1) as the top hub protein (Figure 4H). GO term enrichment analysis suggested the involve-

ment of postsynaptic density (Figure 4H and Table S4). Postsynaptic density is a protein-dense

specialization attached to the postsynaptic membrane and is essential for excitatory signaling and plas-

ticity in mammalian neurons (Dosemeci et al., 2016; Ziff, 1997). We found seven hub proteins with the

GO term ‘‘postsynaptic density’’ (Figure 4H). To further address functional changes in the postsynaptic

density, we broadly evaluated the expression of postsynaptic density proteins, regardless of module.

Notably, some of the proteins critical for the function of postsynaptic density, the subunits of AMPAR,

GluA2 and GluA3, and postsynaptic density protein 95 (PSD-95), were significantly reduced at 7 and 9M

(Figures 2A–2D). It is noteworthy that some of these postsynaptic density proteins were significantly

reduced in the AD brains as well (Figures S7K–S7N). Taken together, these results indicate that tau accu-

mulation is associated with a functional decline in the postsynaptic density.

Time course of changes in the tau-associated modules and causal influences

In order to obtain insight into the time course of changes in the four tau-associated modules of interest

(Blue/neuroinflammatory response, Turquoise/mitochondrion, Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis, and

Salmon/postsynaptic density), we investigated the effects of aging and tau mutant overexpression on

the level of eigenproteins (Figure 5A). Only the Blue/neuroinflammatory response module showed a signif-

icant difference at 3M between WT and hTau-Tg, suggesting that it is involved in the earliest event(s). In

addition, significant age-related changes were observed within WT samples only in this module, indicating

that the Blue/neuroinflammatory response module is associated with general aging. The Brown/choles-

terol biosynthesis, Turquoise/mitochondrial, and Salmon/postsynaptic density modules showed signifi-

cant differences between WT and hTau-Tg by 5M, 7M, and 9M, respectively. Thus, the alteration of these

four modules appears to take place in the following order: Blue/neuroinflammatory response,

Figure 5. Estimation of the time course of changes in the tau-associated modules and causal influences

(A) For the Blue/neuroinflammatory response, Turquoise/mitochondrial, Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis, and Salmon/

postsynaptic density modules, the effects of age and transgenic tau protein on the level of module eigenproteins were

examined by two-way analysis of variance (two-way ANOVA) with the Sidak post hoc test. The bars indicate mean valueG

standard deviations. *, p-value < 0.05; **, p-value < 0.01; ***, p-value < 0.001.

(B) Bayesian network analysis to derive causal influences among the Blue/neuroinflammatory response, Turquoise/

mitochondrial, Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis, and Salmon/postsynaptic density modules.
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Figure 6. Phosphoproteomics of spinal cord identifies changed phosphorylation sites related to the tau-associated and AD-preserved modules

(A) Workflow of phosphoproteomics. Phosphopeptides were enriched from the TMT-labeled spinal cord samples (Figure 1C), fractionated by strong cation

exchange (SCX) chromatography at low pH, and analyzed by nanoLC/MS/MS.

(B) Content of quantified phosphorylation sites.

(C) Mapping detected tau phosphorylation sites. The ratios (hTau-Tg/WT) are shown as a heatmap. Note that the positions are based on 2N4R tau. N1/N2,

N-terminal domains; R1-R4, four major microtubule-binding repeats.

(D) Number of phosphorylation sites that showed a significant correlation with the module eigenproteins (q-value < 0.001).
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Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis, Turquoise/mitochondrial, and Salmon/postsynaptic density. This conclu-

sion was supported by the result of Bayesian network analysis (Figure 5B). The Blue/neuroinflammatory

response module was likely the cause of changes in the Turquoise/mitochondrial module and Brown/

cholesterol biosynthesis modules, which independently led to the Salmon/postsynaptic density module.

In other words, aberrant inflammatory responses may cause abnormalities in mitochondrial and cholesterol

homeostasis, leading to a decline in neuronal functions.

Phosphoproteomics identifies changed phosphorylation sites associated with tau

accumulation

Aberrant phosphorylation, such as the hyperphosphorylation of tau protein, plays a key role in AD pathol-

ogy (Bai et al., 2020; Morshed et al., 2020; Perluigi et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019). Thus, in order to support

the insights obtained in our WGCNA, we subsequently conducted a phosphoproteomics study of the spi-

nal cord, which presented themost severe tau-induced neuronal damage. The digests of the same samples

used for proteomic analysis were subjected to phosphopeptide enrichment and analyzed by nanoLC/MS/

MS (Figure 6A). This approach allowed us to quantify 8,453 confidently localized (class I, localization prob-

ability >0.75) phosphorylation sites mapped on 2,916 proteins (Table S5). In agreement with the other brain

phosphoproteomics datasets (Liu et al., 2018; Lundby et al., 2012), the major phosphorylation site was

serine (87.5%), followed by threonine (11.9%), while phosphotyrosines accounted for less than 1% of

quantified phosphorylation sites in our dataset (Figure 6B). There was good reproducibility in phosphopro-

teomics quantification, as well as in global proteomics, with Pearson correlation coefficients >0.993 (Fig-

ure S1C). A total of 28 phosphorylation sites on the tau protein were included in the results, many of

them being localized in the proline-rich region (Figure 6C). Volcano plots showed that many phosphoryla-

tion sites on the tau protein were prominently detected in hTau-Tg (Figure S8), supporting the view that the

present results reflect the pathology associated with hyperphosphorylated tau.

Sites, where phosphorylation changes are correlated with the tau-associated protein co-expression

modules, may have roles in tau-induced pathology related to those modules. To widely explore such phos-

phorylation sites, we comprehensively computed Pearson correlations between the phosphorylation levels

of quantified sites and module eigenproteins (Figure 6D and Table S5). We here focus on the four modules

of interest. Approximately 2,000 phosphorylation sites were found to be significantly correlated

(p-value < 0.001; 0.46< |R|) with each of the Blue/neuroinflammatory response, Turquoise/mitochondrial,

and Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis modules, whereas less than 1,000 phosphorylation sites were found

to be highly correlated with the Salmon/postsynaptic density module, indicating relatively less participa-

tion of phosphorylation in Salmon-module-related events. In order to investigate the mechanisms

underlying tau-induced pathologies at the phosphoproteome level, overrepresented motifs in these

tau-pathology-associated phosphorylation sites were extracted (Figures 6E and 6F). In the upregulated

phosphorylation sites, many motifs with basic residues were observed (Figure 6E). Interestingly, the

Blue/neuroinflammatory response, Turquoise/mitochondrial, and Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis mod-

ules showed similar motifs, including a known substrate motif ‘‘R-R-X-pS’’ of protein kinase A (PKA). The

Blue/neuroinflammatory response and Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis modules showed the ‘‘L-X-R-X-

X-pS’’ motif of AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK). On the other hand, the Salmon/postsynaptic density

module showed unique motifs. Motifs with proline were predominantly observed in downregulated phos-

phorylation sites of all the modules (Figure 6F). Phosphorylation of such sites is often mediated by cyclin-

dependent kinases (CDKs) and mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs). These results were supported

by motif 1D-enrichment analysis of all phosphorylation sites (Figure 6G). The phosphorylation sites with

motifs of basophilic kinases, such as PKA and protein kinase C (PKC), were significantly upregulated, while

the phosphorylation sites with motifs of proline-directed kinases such as MAPKs and CDKs were signifi-

cantly downregulated. Intriguingly, the detected phosphorylation sites of tau included those known to

be mediated by PKA (S214) in monkey (Carlyle et al., 2014) and by AMPK (T231, S262, S356, S396) in mouse

(Domise et al., 2016) in pathological contexts. We also calculated correlations between phosphorylation

Figure 6. Continued

(E and F) Overrepresented motifs surrounding the phosphorylation sites that showed significant correlation with the module eigenproteins. The top five

motifs according to the Z scores are shown for each module.

(G) 1D-Linear motif enrichment analysis. The ratios of phosphorylation sites with a given motif were compared with the ratios of all phosphorylation sites by a

two-sided Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. A score near 1 indicates that the phosphorylation sites with the motif are strongly concentrated at the high end of

the ratio distribution, while a score near �1 indicates that the phosphorylation sites with the motif are strongly concentrated at the low end of the ratio

distribution.
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and FSB intensities (Figure S3) and found that phosphorylation levels at 1,287 sites showed a significant cor-

relation (p-value < 0.001) with FSB intensity (Table S5). The second and third most significantly correlated

sites were S214 and S262 on tau, further suggesting the importance of PKA and AMPK in the tau-induced

pathologies.

DISCUSSION

By comparing the significantly regulated proteins in the spinal cord and cortex, we found that these tissues

exhibit different proteomic changes in hTau-Tg. Interestingly, in contrast to the spinal cord, neuroinflam-

matory proteins such as complement proteins and GFAP were not significantly upregulated in the cortex,

indicating that neuronal loss might be smaller in the cortex than in the spinal cord, despite the high expres-

sion of transgenic tau mutant in the cortex. This idea is also supported by the fact that the Salmon/post-

synaptic density module was not preserved in the cortex. We anticipate that deeper pursuit of the cortex

proteome changesmay lead to the discovery of a mechanism involved in resistance to the lesions led by tau

and thus benefit the development of treatments for tau-induced pathologies. On the other hand, the

commonly regulated proteins between the tissues included many mitochondrial proteins. This finding

was validated by identifying the Turquoise/mitochondrial module as the second most highly preserved

module in the cortex, indicating the importance of mitochondrial impairment in relation to AD pathology.

In accord with the fact that genetic and histological studies have identified microglia and astrocytes as the

primary mediators of neuroinflammation in tauopathies (Didonna, 2020; Paulus et al., 1993; Serrano-Pozo

et al., 2011), the Blue/neuroinflammatory response module was highly enriched with marker proteins of

these cells, and appeared to be involved in the earliest event(s) among the four modules we focused on

in this study. Neuroinflammation is commonly observed in neurodegenerative diseases (Didonna, 2020;

Kwon and Koh, 2020). Given that microglia become activated upon interaction with tau aggregates (Mo-

rales et al., 2013) and are able to internalize them (Bolós et al., 2017), their main function at these patho-

logical sites is likely the clearance of misfolded tau (Didonna, 2020). We found that complement proteins

were elevated in hTau-Tg. Complement C3 protein has a pivotal role in the type I interferon pathway lead-

ing to synapse elimination, and inhibition of this pathway has been shown to improve the pathological con-

dition in vivo (Roy et al., 2020). Thus, our results suggest the importance of the Blue/neuroinflammatory

response module for understanding tau-induced synaptic dysfunction via neuroinflammation. The impor-

tance of complement proteins for AD pathology was also suggested at the transcription network level; a

study investigating an AD model mouse with human tau mutant has shown that C1qa, C1qb, and C1qc

are hub genes of an immune-associated module (Castanho et al., 2020). Interestingly, MSN, the top hub

protein of the Blue/neuroinflammatory response module, has also been identified as one of the hub pro-

teins in two previous independent studies involving WGCNA of AD brain proteomes (Johnson et al., 2020;

Zhang et al., 2018), indicating that MSN is a robust hub protein of the protein network in AD brains.

Recently, it was shown that MSN expression in cells located in the vicinity of Ab plaques, probably micro-

glia, is elevated in AD brain (Rayaprolu et al., 2020). In addition, a recent preprint reported that aberrant

activation of MSN in neurons by tau acts through the actin cytoskeleton to dysregulate the cellular program

that maintains neuronal identity, leading to neurotoxicity (Beckmann et al., 2021). Furthermore, the

National Institute on Aging’s Accelerating Medicines Partnership, Alzheimer’s Disease consortium, has

nominated MSN as a drug target for Alzheimer’s disease (https://agora.ampadportal.org/genes/(genes-

router:gene-details/ENSG00000147065)) (Beckmann et al., 2021). Our findings support and strengthen

the idea that the Blue/neuroinflammatory response module, particularly MSN, could be a therapeutic

target for AD in terms of tau pathology. However, the precise role of MSN in neuroinflammatory responses

and in the relationship between microglia and tau aggregates still remains unclear.

The Turquoise/mitochondrial module was negatively correlated with the amount of tau aggregates and has

a role in mitochondrial dysfunction, a typical phenotype of tau pathology, as shown by proteomic studies

(David et al., 2005; Rhein et al., 2009). The hub proteins of this module included OGDHL and PDHB, which

are members of pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDHC) and 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex

(OGDHC), respectively, and the reactions catalyzed by these proteins are the rate-limiting steps in the

complexes. OGDHC activity is reduced in various age-related neurodegenerative diseases, including

AD, Parkinson’s disease (PD), and PSP (Albers et al., 2000; Gibson et al., 2003, 2005; Park et al., 2001). Inter-

estingly, Yoon et al. have demonstrated that patients with homozygous deleterious variants in OGDHL

develop severe neurological features (Yoon et al., 2017). A possible pathway by which OGDHC deficit leads

to neurodegeneration is that increased 2-oxoglutarate, a substrate of OGDHC, increases mTORC1 activity
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and impairs autophagy (Yoon et al., 2017). Functional decline of PDHC also causes the TCA cycle to fail

through lack of acetyl-CoA, resulting in the accumulation of pyruvate, which is converted to lactate, even-

tually, leading to lactic acidosis. It is reported that patients with AD have a higher cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

level of lactate and lower levels of succinate, fumarate, and glutamine, compared to age-matched controls

(Redjems-Bennani et al., 1998). Taken together, these results suggest that reduced expression of OGDHL

and PDHB might be central to the tau-induced functional decline of the TCA cycle.

Our analysis showed that OXPHOS proteins, as well as TCA cycle proteins, were reduced in hTau-Tg.

OXPHOS, in concert with the TCA cycle, is the main source of ATP in cells. The Turquoise/mitochondrial

module was enriched with neuronal marker proteins, reflecting the fact that neurons have a high oxygen

consumption rate. Impairment of the electron transport chain could cause electron leakage to molecular

oxygen to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS), which cause oxidative damage in nuclear and mito-

chondrial DNA, lipids, and proteins (Desler et al., 2018). It is noteworthy that not only AD but also other

neurodegenerative diseases including PD and Huntington’s disease (HD) present mitochondrial dysfunc-

tion in common, despite their widely different genetic etiologies (Beal, 1998; Pérez et al., 2018; Wu et al.,

2019). Mitochondrial dysfunction has a pivotal common role in neuronal cell death. Moreover, restoration

of mitochondrial function can be a therapeutic strategy for the suppression of neurodegeneration,

including that seen in PD and AD (Imai et al., 2019; Takeda et al., 2021). Our results should be helpful

for understanding the molecular basis of mitochondrial dysfunction and for the development of related

therapies. Furthermore, some of the OXPHOS proteins including NDUFA10, one of the hub proteins,

were shown to be associated with cognitive stability in a proteomic study of human brain (Wingo et al.,

2019). It is worth noting that a link between dysregulated mitochondrial function and decline of cognitive

function was also suggested by the result of Bayesian network analysis, in which the Turquoise/mitochon-

drial module appeared as a causal module of the Salmon/postsynaptic density module. Thus, the

Turquoise module proteins may be promising targets for future mechanistic studies on cognitive decline

in neurodegenerative diseases.

We found that cholesterol biosynthetic enzymes were comprehensively downregulated in hTau-Tg.

Abnormal cholesterol metabolism has been implicated in the pathogenesis of AD (van der Kant et al.,

2019; Di Paolo and Kim, 2011). Accumulating evidence indicates that high cholesterol levels in middle

age may increase the risk of developing dementia, including AD (Iwagami et al., 2021). Cholesterol accu-

mulation is also observed in HD (Karasinska and Hayden, 2011), supporting the idea that aberrant choles-

terol accumulation may lead to neurodegeneration. Importantly, abnormal cholesterol accumulation was

observed in neurons affected by tau pathology in disease models (Glöckner and Ohm, 2014), although the

mechanism remains unclear. Given that SREBP2 is tightly regulated by intracellular cholesterol, downregu-

lation of SREBP2 and its downstream cholesterol biosynthetic proteins would be a likely consequence of

cholesterol accumulation. Indeed, the downregulation of SREBP2 by tau aggregates in neurons of patients

with AD has been reported (Wang et al., 2019). In our WGCNA, the Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis module

was enriched for neuronal marker proteins, which is consistent with the report that tau causes cholesterol

accumulation in neurons (Glöckner and Ohm, 2014). However, it is generally assumed that cholesterol is

mainly produced by astrocytes in the central nervous system (Karasinska and Hayden, 2011). A link between

the Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis module and Blue/neuroinflammatory response module was supported

by the result of time series analysis combined with the Bayesian network analysis, which indicated that the

change in the brown/cholesterol biosynthesis module was an earlier event possibly driven by a change in

the Blue/neuroinflammatory response module. Thus, the Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis module may

represent a complex relationship between neurons and glial cells, suggesting a link between the disruption

of cholesterol homeostasis and neuroinflammation.

Interestingly, the Salmon/postsynaptic density module was not significantly preserved in the cortex of

hTau-Tg, whereas it was significantly preserved in the AD brains. In accordance with the findings that

the proteomic changes in the cortex were much smaller than those in the spinal cord, the lesions in the cor-

tex were smaller than those in the spinal cord. The reason why the Salmon/postsynaptic density module

network was not observed in the cortex of hTau-Tg might, therefore, be that the Salmon/postsynaptic den-

sity module is involved in a later stage in the cascade of tau-induced pathologies, as indicated by the results

of time series estimation and Bayesian network analysis. Although there have been few studies on the func-

tion of the top hub protein MAST1, a microtubule-associated protein (Tripathy et al., 2018), the presence of

autoantibodies against MAST1 in patients with AD has been reported (deOliveira-Júnior et al., 2015). Thus,
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MAST1might have an important role in AD pathology.We found that many postsynaptic density proteins in

the Salmon module were decreased in hTau-Tg. The postsynaptic density mediates the functional and

structural plasticity of the excitatory synapse to maintain synaptic homeostasis (Dosemeci et al., 2016;

Gong and Lippa, 2010), and therefore loss of these postsynaptic proteins would likely lead to a severe

decline in neuronal functions. Notably, spatiotemporal changes in the postsynaptic density protein

network occur in early AD and tauopathy disease models (Dejanovic et al., 2018; Gong and Lippa, 2010).

Dejanovic and colleagues investigated proteomic changes in the postsynaptic density isolated from

another line of human tau transgenic mouse and reported the upregulation of EZR and C1q proteins at

the postsynaptic density. They also reported that C1q tags tau-affected synapses and lead to microglial

engulfment and synapse loss, indicating the association of the Salmon/postsynaptic density module

with the Blue/neuroinflammatory response module (Dejanovic et al., 2018).

Our phosphoproteomic study confirmed that the expressed tau protein was highly phosphorylated. The

detected tau phosphorylation sites included T231, which is particularly highly phosphorylated in AD

compared with other tauopathies, and S396, which is highly phosphorylated in argyrophilic grain dementia

(Samimi et al., 2021), indicating that the status of tau-phosphorylation may reflect various tauopathies

rather than being specific to a particular disease. We found more than 3,000 phosphorylation sites signif-

icantly correlated with the modules associated with tau accumulation and preserved in the AD brains. Motif

analysis indicated that changes in kinase activities were involved. We found upregulated levels of phos-

phorylation sites with a PKA substrate motif, which were correlated with the Blue/neuroinflammation mod-

ule. PKA mediates the activation of microglia induced by plasminogen and gangliosides (Min et al., 2004),

and might thus have a critical role in the microglial activation induced by tau aggregates. In addition, we

found the upregulation of the levels of phosphorylation sites having an AMPK substrate motif, which were

correlated with the Brown/cholesterol biosynthesis module. AMPK signaling is known to negatively regu-

late cholesterol biosynthesis in hepatic cells (Li et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2018). Thus, if this is also the case in

brain, the downregulation of cholesterol biosynthesis in hTau-Tg may occur also at the phosphoproteome

level. It is noteworthy that we detected phosphorylation at sites known to be targeted by PKA and AMPK in

pathological contexts (Carlyle et al., 2014; Domise et al., 2016), which may indicate the participation of

these kinases in tau-induced pathologies.

A critical issue in systematic analysis in proteomics is themeasurement step, which is the key determinant of

the quality of the generated dataset. In the past, proteomic studies investigating bulk brain tissues derived

from disease models of tauopathy mainly employed 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis coupled with mass

spectrometry (Chang et al., 2013; David et al., 2005; Tilleman et al., 2002). However, technologies in pro-

teomics, particularly those utilizing nanoLC/MS/MS, have recently improved dramatically in terms of

both comprehensiveness and quantitativeness (Hosp and Mann, 2017; Mann and Kelleher, 2008; McAlister

et al., 2014; Navarrete-Perea et al., 2018). Here, we employed a workflow consisting of sample multiplexing

using TMT, pre-fractionation by high-pH reversed-phase chromatography, and high-resolution mass

spectrometry, and we precisely quantified more than 9,000 proteins in total. This is the largest proteomics

dataset relevant to a tau-induced neurodegenerative disease mouse model, to our knowledge. Brain pro-

teomes of patients with AD reflect a variety of influences including the patient’s background, aging, and Ab

and tau pathologies, which make analysis extremely complex. On the other hand, studies using hTau-Tg

mice, in contrast to tissues derived from patients, represent only the downstream consequences of over-

expression of mutated tau and may provide a deeper understanding of the pathology caused by tau ag-

gregates, although disease-model-specific events need to be discriminated. In this study, we first built a

protein co-expression network in hTau-Tg spinal cord by applying WGCNA and then used module preser-

vation statistics to examine whether the detected protein co-expression modules were similarly generated

in the postmortem brains of patients with AD. This approach enabled us to detect four modules that were

correlated with tau accumulation and that were significantly preserved in AD brains. These results strongly

support the validity of our dataset as a resource to deepen understanding of themolecular basis underlying

tau-induced pathologies in AD. We wish to emphasize that this study is the first to systematically reveal in

detail the proteome alterations associated with tau-induced pathologies in a mouse disease model.

In summary, we have uncovered the first detailed landscape of protein co-expression networks in a mouse

model of tau-induced neurodegeneration manifesting abnormally aggregated and accumulated tau and

exhibiting extensive and progressive functional changes. Moreover, we compared the findings in this

disease model with the proteome datasets of patients with AD, thereby gaining a deeper insight into
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the complex pathologies of AD. We believe our dataset will contribute to the identification of novel treat-

ment targets for AD and other tau-related neurodegenerative diseases.

Limitations of the study

An important limitation for understanding tau pathology using hTau-Tg mice (line 2541) is that the mice

only express one isoform of human four-repeat tau (Allen et al., 2002), whereas the tau filaments observed

in AD contain all six isoforms produced in the adult human brain. According to the original report on

hTau-Tg, the majority of tau filaments resemble the half-twisted ribbons observed in cases of FTDP-17,

with a minority of filaments resembling the paired helical filaments of AD (Allen et al., 2002). hTau-Tg

mice develop a neurological phenotype characterized by general muscle weakness, tremor, and severe

paraparesis, leading to a decrease in exercise capacity (Allen et al., 2002). Exercise has been generally

recognized as a critical factor for maintaining brain functions (De Miguel et al., 2021; Prakash et al.,

2015). For instance, physical activity is associated with cerebral glucose metabolism and influences the

progression of AD (Dougherty et al., 2017). Thus, the changes in physical activity in hTau-Tg may affect

the changes in the proteome.

As described in the discussion section, the pathologies in AD are caused by multiple factors, and therefore

the present results may not necessarily reflect the pathologies observed in patients with AD. In addition,

even though neurodegeneration is also observed in the cortex, we focused mainly on the spinal cord in

hTau-Tg (Allen et al., 2002) and utilized the AD DLPFC proteome dataset for comparison with AD pathol-

ogy. The four modules we focused on were significantly preserved in the DLPFC proteome of patients with

AD, indicating that these modules are preserved regardless of tissue differences.

We analyzed bulk brain tissues, and consequently, it is not possible to distinguish protein expression

changes with cell-type resolution. An approach employing magnetic affinity cell sorting was used to obtain

a cell-type-resolved mouse brain proteome (Sharma et al., 2015). However, such an approach is difficult to

apply to multiple samples in terms of cost and throughput. We used enrichment analysis based on cell-

type-specific markers (Johnson et al., 2020; Seyfried et al., 2017), which only partially overcomes this

limitation.

We employed a shotgun proteomics strategy, in which proteins are digested into peptides prior to LC/MS/

MS measurement. Consequently, proteins with very similar sequences cannot be correctly quantified.

Furthermore, tau protein is cleaved by proteases, partially degraded, and highly phosphorylated at multi-

ple sites, making it extremely difficult to distinguish between and correctly quantify endogenous and trans-

genic tau proteins. We consider that these issues may account for the apparent upregulation of mouse

endogenous tau. Another possibility would be co-aggregation of the endogenous tau with the overex-

pressed human transgenic tau mutant.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

16% Paraformaldehyde (w/v) Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#43368

1-Fluoro-2,5-bis(3-carboxy-4-hydroxystyryl)

benzene (FSB)

DOJINDO Cat#F308

10% Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 15553027

HALT protease/phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (1003) Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#78444

2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol Sigma-Aldrich Cat#T63002

Ammonium bicarbonate FUJIFILM Wako Cat#018-21742

Tris-(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine, hydrochloride (TCEP) Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#20490

2-Chloroacetamide FUJIFILM Wako Cat#032-09762

Trypsin Promega Cat#V5111

LysC FUJIFILM Wako Cat#129-02541

Ammonium Dihydrogenphosphate FUJIFILM Wako Cat# 012-03305

Iron(III) chloride Sigma-Aldrich Cat#157740-100

50% Hydroxylamine solution Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 90115

0.5 M Ethylenediamine-N,N,N0,N0-tetraacetic acid,

disodium salt, dihydrate (EDTA)

NIPPON GENE Cat# 311-90075

Critical commercial assays

Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay kit Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#23227

InertSep RP-C18 GL Sciences Cat#5010-27130

SDB-XC StageTip Nikkyo Technos Cat#NTCR-KT200-SDB-4

Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) spin columns QIAGEN Cat#31014

TMT 10-plex Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#90406

Empore cation-SR membrane GL Sciences Cat#5010-30031

Deposited data

hTau-Tg proteomics/phosphoproteomics data This study PXD031129 (JPST001212)

AD postmortem brain proteomics data Synapse syn20933797

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Human MAPTP301S transgenic mouse

(hTau-Tg; line 2541)

MRC Laboratory of

Molecular Biology

N/A (https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/research/

technology-transfer/recent-technology-transfer-

initiatives/transgenic-mice-expressing-human-

p301s-tau-protein-continued-success-since-2002/)

C57BL/6J mouse The Jackson Laboratory RRID: IMSR_JAX:000664

Software and algorithms

TIBCO Spotfire TIBCO software https://perkinelmerinformatics.com/products/

exclusive-reseller/tibco-spotfire

R framework v.3.6.1 R project https://www.r-project.org/

R WGCNA package v.1.70-3 CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/WGCNA/index.html

R limma package v.3.42.2 Bioconductor https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/limma.html

R bnlearn package v.4.7 CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/bnlearn/index.html

R flushClust package v.1.01-2 CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/flashClust/index.html
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Kazuya Tsumagari (kazuya.tsumagari@riken.jp).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

The proteomics datasets and analysis data generated in this study are available in the jPOST repository

PXD031129 (JPST001212) (Okuda et al., 2017) (https://repository.jpostdb.org/). This paper does not report

original code. Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available

from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Homozygous male mice transgenic for human 0N4R tau with mutation (Line 2541, called as hTau-Tg in this

study) (Allen et al., 2002) and C57BL/6J male (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) mice were used in

this study. hTau-Tg mice were obtained and bred under license fromMRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology

(Cambridge, UK). The mice did not participate in any other experiment. They were housed with artificial

lighting of 12 h light, 12 h dark and provided with pellet food and tap water ad libitum. Animal care and

experimental procedures were performed in an animal facility accredited by the Health Science Center

for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care and Use of the Japan Health Sciences Foundation. Experi-

mental protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Eisai Co., Ltd.,

Tsukuba Research Laboratories.

Mice were sacrificed at 3, 5, 7 or 9 months of age and perfused with phosphate-buffered saline, then the

cortices and spinal cords were collected (N = 6 in each case). For proteomics, hemispheres of the cortices

or the rostral part of the spinal cords from the lumbar enlargement were immediately frozen in liquid

nitrogen and stored at �80�C. For fluorescence labeling with b-sheet ligand, the caudal parts of the spinal

cords from the lumbar enlargement were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution overnight and stored in

20% sucrose solution.

METHOD DETAILS

FSB staining and fluorescence microscopy

Fixed brains or spinal cords were sectioned at 40-mm thickness using a microtome (REM-710; Yamato Koki,

Saitama, Japan). Sections were mounted on glass slides, dried with air, and incubated in 20% ethanol con-

taining 0.001% FSB solution (Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan) at room temperature for 30 min. The samples

were rinsed with 20% ethanol for 5 min, dipped into tris-buffered saline (TBS) three times for 5 min each,

and mounted in Prolong Diamond Antifade Mountant (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Fluores-

cence images were captured using an Axioscan Z1 (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). FSB-positive inclusions

were detected and the fluorescence intensities of pixels in the inclusions were summed up using Zen (v.3.1;

Zeiss) and TIBCO Spotfire (TIBCO Software, Palo Alto, CA).

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

R mutoss package v.0.1-12 CRAN https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/

mutoss/versions/0.1-12/topics/sidak

PhosphositePlus Motif analysis tool v.6.6.0.4 Hornbeck et al. (2012) https://www.phosphosite.org/homeAction

STRING v.11.0 Szklarczyk et al. (2019) https://string-db.org/

MaxQuant v.1.6.17.0 Cox and Mann (2008) http://www.coxdocs.org/doku.php?id=maxquant:start

Perseus v.1.6.14.0 Tyanova et al. (2016) http://www.coxdocs.org/doku.php?id=maxquant:start
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Protein extraction, purification, and digestion

Brain tissues were freeze-crushed using a multi-beads shocker (Yasui Kikai, Osaka, Japan), and proteins

were extracted with a lysis buffer consisting of 4% SDS, 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5), 10 mM tris(2-carbox-

yethyl)phosphine, 40 mM 2-chloroacetamide, and HALT protease/phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Thermo

Fisher Scientific). The proteins were precipitated by adding 4 volumes of cold acetone, reconstituted with

10% 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, and digested

overnight with LysC (100:1, w/w; FUJIFILM Wako, Osaka, Japan) and trypsin (100:1, w/w; Promega, Madi-

son, WI). The resulting peptides were desalted using InertSep RP-C18 columns (GL Sciences, Tokyo,

Japan).

TMT labeling

To 100 mg peptides dissolved in 20 mL of 200 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid

(HEPES)-NaOH (pH 8.5) was added 0.5 mg of TMT reagents in 20 mL acetonitrile (ACN), and the solution

was agitated at room temperature for 1 h. Excess reagents were quenched with 0.33% hydroxylamine (final

concentration). The solution was acidified with 1% TFA (final concentration), and the labeled peptides were

desalted using InertSep RP-C18 columns.

Peptide fractionation by high-pH reversed-phase chromatography

The chromatography system consisted of a Prominence high-performance liquid chromatography pump

(Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), a high-pH-compatible column (XBridge BEH130C18, 3.5 mm, 4.6 3 250 mm;

Waters, Milford, MA), and an auto-fraction collector FRC-40 (Shimadzu). TMT-labeled peptides were sepa-

rated under basic conditions, that is, 4% B for 5 min, 4–35% B in 80 min, 35–40% B in 5 min, 40–80% B in

5 min, and 80% solvent B for 6 min (solvent A, 50 mM ammonium hydroxide; solvent B, 50 mM ammonium

hydroxide in ACN) at the flow rate of 0.7 mL/min. Fractions were collected at 1 min intervals from 2min after

the start of the gradient, and 96 fractions were obtained. Then, 4 fractions, e.g., fractions 1, 25, 49, and 73,

were combined into one fraction, finally affording 24 fractions. Each of these fractions was analyzed by

nanoLC/MS/MS following purification by SDB-XC StageTips (Nikkyo Technos, Tokyo, Japan).

Phosphopeptide enrichment and fractionation

Phosphopeptide enrichment was performed by immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) using

lab-made IMAC-StageTips (Tsai et al., 2022). IMAC-StageTip was prepared with Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid

(NTA) silica resin (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany). Ni2+ ions were removed with 50 mM ethylenediaminetetra-

acetic acid (EDTA) in 0.5% acetate buffer (v/v, pH 3) containing 1 M NaCl, and the tip was then activated

with 100 mM FeCl3 in 6% acetate buffer (v/v, pH 3) and equilibrated with 0.5% acetate buffer. TMT-10-

plexed peptides reconstituted in 0.5% acetate buffer were loaded onto the tip, followed by successive

washes with 80% ACN including 1% TFA and 0.5% acetate buffer. The bound phosphopeptides were

eluted with 200 mM NH4H2PO4 and purified on SDB-XC-StegeTips (Rappsilber et al., 2007). Prior to

nanoLC/MS/MS analysis, the phosphopeptides were fractionated into 7 fractions by SCX under acidic con-

ditions using SCX-StageTips (Adachi et al., 2016). Each fraction was analyzed by nanoLC/MS/MS in

duplicate.

Nanoscale liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry

The nanoLC/MS/MS system consisted of an UltiMate 3000RSLCnano pump (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and

an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos tribrid mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with a Dream

spray electrospray ionization source (AMR Inc., Tokyo, Japan). Peptides were injected by an HTC-PAL au-

tosampler (CTC Analytics, Zwingen, Switzerland), loaded on a 15 cm fused-silica emitter packed with 3 mm

C18 beads (Nikkyo Technos), and separated by a linear gradient (5% solvent B for 1 min, 5–15% solvent B in

4 min, 15–40% solvent B in 100 min, 40–99% solvent B in 5 min, and 99% solvent B for 10 min; solvent A was

0.1% formic acid, and solvent B was 0.1% formic acid in 80% ACN) at the flow rate of 300 nL/min. Peptides

were ionized at 2,000 V. Quantification of non-phosphorylated peptides was performed in the SPS-MS3

mode with the following parameters. All MS1 spectra were acquired over the range of 375–1500 m/z in

the Orbitrap analyzer (resolution = 120,000, maximum injection time = 50 ms, automatic gain control =

standard). For the subsequent MS/MS analysis, precursor ions were selected and isolated in top-speed

mode (cycle time = 3 s, isolation window = 0.7 m/z), activated by collision-induced dissociation (CID;

normalized collision energy = 35), and detected in the ion trap analyzer (turbo mode, maximum injection

time = auto, automatic gain control = standard). The top 10 most intense fragment ions were subjected to
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TMT-reporter ion quantification by SPS-MS3 (HCD normalized collision energy = 65) (McAlister et al., 2014).

Dynamic exclusion time was set to 30 s. Quantification of phosphorylated peptides was performed at the

MS2 level with the following parameters. All MS1 spectra were acquired over the range of 400–1500m/z in

the Orbitrap analyzer (resolution = 120,000, maximum injection time = auto, automatic gain control = stan-

dard). For the subsequent MS/MS analysis, precursor ions were selected and isolated in top-speed mode

(cycle time = 3 s, isolation window = 0.7 m/z), activated by high-energy collisional dissociation (HCD;

normalized collision energy = 38), and detected in the Orbitrap analyzer (resolution = 60,000, maximum

injection time = 105 ms, automatic gain control = 250%). Dynamic exclusion time was set to 60 s.

Raw LC/MS/MS data processing

LC/MS/MS raw data were processed using MaxQuant (v.1.6.17.0) (Cox and Mann, 2008). Database search

was implemented against the UniProt mouse reference proteome database (March, 2019) including iso-

form sequences. The following parameters were applied: precursor mass tolerance of 4.5 ppm, fragment

ion mass tolerance of 20 ppm, and up to two missed cleavages. TMT-126 was set to the reference channel,

and the match-between-run function was enabled (Cox et al., 2020). Cysteine carbamidomethylation was

set as a fixed modification, while methionine oxidation and acetylation on the protein N-terminus were al-

lowed as variable modifications. Phosphorylation on serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues was allowed

for phosphoproteomics data. False discovery rates were estimated by searching against a reversed decoy

database and filtered for <1% at the peptide-spectrum match, protein, and PTM site levels. Correction for

isotope impurities was done based on the manufacturer’s product data sheet of TMT reagents.

TMT-reporter intensity normalization

TMT-reporter intensity normalization among six of the 10-plexes was performed according to the internal

reference scaling method (Plubell et al., 2017) by scaling the intensity of the reference channel (TMT-126) to

the respective protein intensities. Then, the intensities were quantile-normalized and batch effects were

corrected using the limma package (v.3.42.2) in the R framework. In the analyses of phosphorylation sites,

quantification was done preferentially frommono-phosphopeptides, followed by di-phosphopeptides and

tri-phosphopeptides.

Processing of AD brain proteome dataset

Processed and normalized AD brain proteome data obtained by Johnson et al. (2020) and the related trait

information were obtained from the Synapse Repository (https://www.synapse.org/consensus; Synapse ID:

syn20933797). Only proteins with missing values less than 50% were used for analyses. In cases where

several proteins were assigned to a single UniProt accession, e.g. splicing variants, only the one with the

lowest missing values was used. This processing reduced the number of proteins to 3,274.

Bioinformatics analyses

GO term enrichment analysis by Fisher exact test with subsequent calculation of q-value by the Benjamini-

Hochberg method was performed using Perseus (Tyanova et al., 2016). For cell-type-specific marker pro-

tein enrichment analysis, proteins that were at least 8-fold more highly expressed in a certain cell type

than in other cell types in the dataset by Sharma et al. (2015) were used as cell-type-specific marker pro-

teins. The analysis was performed by means of the hypergeometric test, and q-values were calculated

by the Benjamini-Hochbergmethod in the R framework. Protein-protein interaction analysis was performed

using STRING (v.11.0) (Szklarczyk et al., 2019) with the default parameters and visualized using Cytoscape

(v.3.8.0) (Shannon et al., 2003). Tau-pathology-associated phosphorylation sites were identified based on

the Pearson correlation with the respective module eigenproteins (p-value < 0.001), and overrepresented

motifs were extracted using the motif analysis tool in PhosphositePlus (Hornbeck et al., 2012) with the

default parameters. 1D-Linear motif enrichment analysis was performed using Perseus (Tyanova et al.,

2016) with the default parameters.

Weighted protein co-expression network analysis

A weighted protein co-expression network was constructed for the spinal cord proteome dataset matrix

consisting of the 5,360 log2-transformed protein abundances 3 48 samples that had no missing values

and had undergone normalization and batch effect adjustment as described above, using the WGCNA

package (v.1.70–3) in the R framework (Langfelder and Horvath, 2008). We confirmed that no marked

outliers were included.
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Expression similarities (adjacencies) were computed by the adjacency() function with the soft thresholding

power of 19. The network type was set to ‘‘signed’’. The adjacencies were transformed into a topological

overlap matrix (TOM) by the TOMsimilarity() function, and a hierarchical clustering of proteins was per-

formed by the flashClust() function (method = "average") in the flashClust package (v.1.01–2), based on

the corresponding TOMdissimilarity (1-TOM). Modules were detected by the cutreeDynamic() function us-

ing the hybrid tree cut method (deep split = 4, minimummodule size = 50, pamRespectsDendro = FALSE).

Proteins not assigned to anymodules were collected as the Gray module. After the initial network construc-

tion, Pearson correlations between each protein and each module eigenprotein, module memberships

(kMEs) calculated by the moduleEigengenes() function, were calculated, and proteins without a significant

correlation with the eigenproteins (p-value < 0.05) based on the Pearson correlation were excluded from

the module and assigned to the M0 module. Then, module eigenproteins were re-calculated, and used

for the downstream analyses. Module-trait relationships were calculated as Pearson correlations between

the module eigenproteins and each trait (age, FSB-intensities), and q-value was calculated by the

Benjamini-Hochberg method. Hub proteins of each module were identified based on the intramodular

connectivity (kWithin) calculated by the intramodularConnectivity() function. Module characterization by

enrichment analysis for GO terms and cell-type-specific marker proteins is described in the bioinformatic

analysis section above. Default parameters were used unless otherwise stated.

Module preservation analysis

Module preservation analysis was performed using the modulePreservation() function in the WGCNA

package. To assess the module preservation in human AD brains, we utilized the proteome dataset of

DLPFC tissues derived from postmortem brains of 91 controls, 98 asymptomatic AD patients, 230 AD pa-

tients (total: 419 tissues) (Johnson et al., 2020), processed as described above. Human UniProt accessions

were converted to mouse accessions of the corresponding orthologs based on the HGNC comparison of

orthology predictions (HCOP; https://www.genenames.org/tools/hcop/). Zsummary composite preserva-

tion scores were calculated by using the spinal cord network as the template, against the hTau-Tg cortex

dataset or human AD brain dataset, with 200 permutations. Random seed was set to 1 for reproducibility.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All t-tests were performed in the two-tailed mode. Welch’s t-test and subsequent q-value calculation by

Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment were performed using Perseus (v.1.6.14.0) (Tyanova et al., 2016). Two-

way ANOVA and the following post hoc Sidak tests were performed in the R framework with the sidak()

function of the mutoss package (v.0.1-12). Note that we did not check if the data were normally distributed.

Bayesian network analysis was performed based on the hill-climbing algorithm in the R framework using the

hc() function (score = ‘‘bic-g’’; the defaults were used for other parameters) of the bnlearn package (v.4.7).

Calculation of Pearson correlations was performed in the R framework using the basic functions.
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